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Today's Price $47,500
Specifications:

Year:  2003  

VIN:  1HTWGADT93J061087  

Make:  International  

Stock:  7182  

Model/Trim:  7400 DT530 105FT Boom Lift Crane Truck
Commercial Se...

 

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Other  

Exterior:  White  

Engine:  International DT530 8.7L I6 275-330hp
800-950ft. lbs.

 

Interior:  Gray Vinyl  

Mileage:  95,413

Altec's AM900E100 features an extended reach elevator for a working
height to 104.6 ft and side reach to 37.2 ft. This is a 2003 International
7400 DT530 Boom Lift Crane Truck with ONLY 95K LOW MILES and a
Eaton Fuller 10-Speed Manual Transmission, Altec AM900E100 Aerial
Device, Ground to Bottom of Platform: 99.6 ft (30.4 m), Maximum Side
Reach: 37.2 ft (11.3 m), Boom Articulation (Lower Boom): 0 to 90
degrees, Rotation: Continuous, Hydraulic Platform Tilt, Outrigger Motion
Alarm, Outrigger Boom Interlock System, Back Up Alarm, Altec ISO-
Grip Control System, 2 Passenger Seating, Air Conditioning, AM/FM
Radio, and much more. Ohio Auto Warehouse LLC is located at 3533
Lesh Street NE Canton, Ohio 44705. We are just one hour south of
Cleveland. Please call or email to verify vehicle availability, options and
condition. Vehicles are shown by APPOINTMENT to avoid any wait
time. We can be reached by Phone 3 3 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 Text 3 3 0 7 5 2
4 4 6 1 or Toll Free 8 5 5 4 3 0 AUTO (2886). We have financing
available with local and national banks with approved credit. More
pictures & info on this vehicle at OhioAutoWarehouse.com Extended
Service Agreements, vehicle history reports and 3rd party inspections
are available upon request for all vehicles. We ship all over the United
States at a guaranteed or quoted rate. pickup truck

Step right up and feast your eyes on this phenomenal 2003
International 7400 DT530 105FT Boom Lift Crane Truck! This
commercial powerhouse is more than just a truck, it's a reliable partner
that's ready to get down and dirty on any construction site.

Sporting a sleek white exterior that gleams under the sun, this truck
commands attention on the road. Its robust design is not just for show,
it's a promise of the strength and durability that lies beneath. With a
mileage of just 95,413 miles, this truck is still in its prime, ready to take
on thousands more miles of hard work.

https://ohioautowarehouse.com/
tel:(330) 430-0000
https://ohioautowarehouse.com/vehicle/7251758/2003-international-7400-dt530-105ft-boom-lift-crane-truck-commercial-se-canton-ohio-44705/7251758/ebrochure


 

Step inside and you're greeted by a practical and comfortable gray vinyl
interior. This isn't just a place to operate a machine, it's a workspace
designed for the hardworking individual. The seats are firm yet
comfortable, perfect for those long days on the job. The controls are all
within easy reach, designed to make your work as effortless as
possible.

But the real magic lies under the hood. This beast of a truck is powered
by an International DT530 8.7L I6 engine that churns out an impressive
275-330 horsepower and a staggering 800-950 ft. lbs. of torque. This
engine isn't just powerful, it's a testament to the engineering prowess of
International. It's the heart of the truck, capable of powering through the
toughest jobs with ease.

The 105FT Boom Lift Crane is the crown jewel of this truck. It's not just
a crane, it's a testament to the power and versatility of this incredible
vehicle. It's a tool that will make your work easier, more efficient, and
more productive.

This truck comes with a host of manufacturer options and packages,
each one designed to enhance its performance and functionality. Every
feature has been meticulously crafted to ensure that this truck is not just
a vehicle, but a trusted partner on the job site.

In conclusion, this 2003 International 7400 DT530 105FT Boom Lift
Crane Truck isn't just a commercial vehicle, it's a promise of power,
reliability, and efficiency. It's a truck that's ready to take on any
challenge that comes its way. So why wait? Make this truck your trusted
partner today and take your business to new heights of success!
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 04/28/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :
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Installed Options
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Snapshot

2003 INTERNATIONAL 7000 SERIES 7400

Accident reported: minor damage

MINOR MODERATE SEVERE

1 Service history
record

3 Previous owners

Commercial
vehicle

95,420 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information

https://www.carfax.com/VehicleHistory/p/Report.cfx?partner=AVR_0&vin=1HTWGADT93J061087&source=BUP
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